
 

Companion Pets & Exotic   
Superintendent: Sarah Tolleson (503- 585-3234)   Angela McGovern (503) 931-2722 
 

Thursday 4 pm at the 4-H Exhibit Hall 
 
All animals are to stay with their Exhibitors at all times, and removed when the show is over. 
 

Read Animal Science Rules and Health Requirements.  
 

Members must provide their own cage/aquarium that allows exhibitor access to the animal, and is escape 
proof so the animal can be handled for the judge if appropriate and/or left in their environment during the 
interview discussion.  
Exhibitors are responsible for any needs to “show” their animal – carpet, gloves, etc. It may also be 
appropriate for animals to have leashes, collars, strings tied, etc. so no loss occurs in an unusual 
environment – this will be by choice of the exhibitor and there will be no points off for securing the animal 
humanely.  
 
Exhibitor must have appropriate clothing; i.e. long sleeve shirts, long pants, (clean jeans ok), and closed 
toed shoes.  
 

Exhibitors will be asked a variety of questions regarding their animal, its care, how they came to own it, 
etc. Judging criteria will be based on member’s knowledge, interview presence, cleanliness and healthy 
appearance of animal (if appropriate), and members comfort showing and explaining their animal.  
 

Members are expected to be on time and dressed appropriately for an interview and in accordance with 
their animal.  
 
+764100001 Cats, Junior 
  764100002 Cats, Intermediate  
  764100003 Cats, Senior 
+764200001 Herptiles, Junior 
  764200002 Herptiles, Intermediate  
  764200003 Herptiles, Senior  
+764300001 Hedge Hogs, Junior 
  764300002 Hedge Hogs, Intermediate  
  764300003 Hedge Hogs, Senior  
+764400001 Sugar Gliders, Junior 
  764400002 Sugar Gliders, Intermediate  
  764400003 Sugar Gliders, Senior  
+764500001 Dog, Junior 
  764500002 Dog, Intermediate  
  764500003 Dog, Senior  
+764590001 Other Pet/Exotic, Junior 
  764590002 Other Pet/Exotic, Intermediate  
  764590003 Other Pet/Exotic, Senior 
 

RABBIT PET CLASS 
  

For neutered or spayed rabbits.  Rabbits judged on condition and how well they fit their breed specification.   
Neutered rabbits entered in breed classes will be disqualified. 
  

+761 700 000 Rabbit Pet Class 


